
Customer Story: RightSure

RightSure Insurance Group is an independently owned and locally operated Arizona insurance 

agency that specializes in auto, home, life, and small business insurance plans. RightSure strives to 

offer affordable, reliable insurance choices to customers all over the US.  

Grow Integrations Used

Getting Below the Surface

Seeing the Power of Business Intelligence

Connecting with Grow

Accelerating with Real Results

Accelerating with Real Results

Quick and easy access to key insights

Reducing analytics spend by 80%

Saving large amounts of time

Jeffery Arnold
President
RightSure

“We were so passively managing our data, and really just managing by revenue, but not what really drives 

revenue. I would literally just look at an income statement from the prior month, 30 days back, so at that point my 

data was already old… We were always operating from the rearview mirror, which is really not the way to run a 

business in today’s world. There’s activity every day that affects our revenue, but how many of us actively 

manage it?”

RightSure struggled to drive decision making with data. Like many organizations, President Jeff Arnold and other 

company leaders weren’t looking past surface-level data. They would look at profit and loss statements from the 

prior month and most of their decision making would come from that report exclusively. 

For several years, Jeff was operating his business the old-school way, looking at income statements once a 

month. When RightSure began doing business with billion dollar automotive firms, Jeff had the opportunity to 

see how they used data to operate their business. 

“When we began working with those large companies, I was blown away by what they did with data. My 

experience with data up to that point was to look back the prior months on a P&L, just kind of making sure to 

recalibrate our direction from a financial standpoint. But these guys dug into data like nothing I'd ever seen! They 

managed the business using so many different valuable metrics that I instantly developed an appetite for it. When 

you start seeing the power of those reports, you immediately want them for yourself!”

After seeing business intelligence in action, Jeff began searching for a solution that fit RightSure’s needs. He 

looked at several BI providers and eventually found Grow. Being a non-technical user, he wanted to work with a 

company that provided enough support to help him achieve his desired outcomes.

“On my very first call with Grow, I told them ‘I am not a tech guy. I know what I want, but I have no idea how to 

get it.’ As a small business owner, I know what I want to measure and the metrics I value, but I don’t know how to 

measure it—probably because I’m not sophisticated enough or I’m too old to understand it! And that’s really the 

beauty of Grow. I love the dashboards, and I live on the real-time reports. The service level is incredible—it’s like 

having your own data analyst team on the payroll for a very small investment."

“Instead of relying on sending out separate, periodic reports to managers via email, we now have those insights 

at our fingertips. 

"There’s 80 different metrics on our dashboard. I can see by state, by sales agent, by percentage of close ratio, by 

line of business, compare/contrast year by year, etc.—and that is real active management. So what happens is at 

about 8:15 every morning, I get in and I look at all of the data and click through all the different pages of the 

dashboards. Then I can make a call out to our VP of Sales, or VP of Operations, or our customer service 

managers, and just keep steering the ship to a better place faster.”

“When we began doing joint ventures with other firms, the amount of data they wanted was just exhausting, so 

we had to hire a data analyst, paying them $57,000 a year. And that person basically just dug through all our 

reports, consolidated them, and put together emails to send to everyone multiple times a day. By implementing 

Grow, we’ve been able to shed that $57,000 salary and now pay a fraction of that for an even better result. 

People might have a hard time wrapping their minds around that, but it has literally replaced data analysts for us.”

“Before Grow, trying to get even the limited reports we were using would take a lot of time to put together. It 

would take every manager and myself at least an hour every day to collect and share that data. We’d share an 

email with reports on phone calls, reports on sales, and so on—it wasn't all consolidated. Now I come in the office 

and I have those numbers without having to do hardly anything at all—we literally just have to click a button, log 

into Grow, and access those numbers on our dashboard. Grow saves us several hours a day, without 

exaggeration.”

“I have friends ask me about Grow all the time. But the cool thing is, I don’t have to tell them anything, I show 

them. And that’s really the whole point… I just whip out my iPhone and show them the Grow app—they instantly 

covet my data.

"Business owners always talk about how their business is doing. But when I open my phone to show them my 

Grow dashboards on the app, they are just amazed at how much data we have—and there's no full time person 

doing it! They initially say 'Well, we can't put those kinds of people in place.' These people? I get this data 

virtually instantly on a daily basis. Grow sells itself; the value is in plain sight. All I have to do is show it to them.”

Company: RightSure Insurance Group

Website: www.rightsure.com

Why Grow?
• Quick and easy access to key insights 

• Saving large amounts of time

• Reduced analytics spend by 80%


